
The 1939 Letters of Pius XII to the German Bishops

No. 1: Pius XII to Bishop Buchberger / Regensburg
Vatican, 12 March 1939

SEGRETERIA DI S.S. PER LE LETTERE LATINE: Draft letter (without number), with
corrections and the remark al Vescovo di Ratisbona (Germania) | XII secolo dall'erezione
della diocesi per opera di St. Bonifazio by an unknown hand. This letter draft originated
during the pontificate of Pius XI; it was dated 5 February 1939 and began Libenti prorsus
animo nuperrime accepimus, which was altered accordingly after the change of
pontificates.

The establishment of the Diocese of Regensburg 1200 years ago by Boniface. Praise for
the fidelity to the faith of the diocese throughout history; admonition to unshakable
fidelity in accordance with the example of the predecessors. Approval of the planned
jubilee ceremonies. Authority to bestow the papal blessing. Blessings.

To our venerable brother Michael Buchberger, Bishop of Regensburg:

On the threshold of our pontificate, we have discovered to our great joy2 that
your highly-renowned diocese is preparing to commemorate its 1200th year
of existence, since being established by Saint Boniface, the Apostle of the
Germans3. We consider it appropriate and, at the same time, very beneficial,
that your diocese is committed to a solemn jubilee celebrating its glorious
beginnings and it is praiseworthy that you are remembering so gratefully the
very long period of time over which countless Catholics endured so many
cruel hostilities and diverse difficulties while protecting the precious treasure
of the true faith in loyal solidarity with the successor of the Saint Peter. The
courage and steadfastness of the forefathers, who endured all sorts of things
rather than give up their inherited belief; and above all the model of Saint
Bonifice, who sealed his enduring love for the Church with his own blood,
will certainly give the believers of your parish new courage and will
embolden them to do with unbroken solidarity, during the present difficult
state of affairs, everything which can contribute to the protection and
advancement of our faith and the Catholic religion. We do not praise and
therefore approve the pending 1200-year ceremony merely with our
authority; rather we also want to give our joy and our empathy visible
expression with this letter. So that the celebration of the jubilee may provide
an even greater blessing, however, we are granting you permission to
proclaim, in our name and with our authority, a blessing and a plenary



indulgence to all those who are present, on the day of the jubilee1 itself or up
to...

1 29 October 1939
2 Cardinal Faulhaber had reminded Pius XI of the jubilee of the Diocese of Regensburg
and requested a papal letter.
3 Pope Gregor III had the apportioned the Church leadership of the Duchy of Bavaria
into four dioceses on 29 October 739 (J-L No. 2251); copmpare LThK VIII column
1092f, AT Hauck I P. 470 and following. The jubilee of the diocese was celebrated on
29 October 1939. In the AB Regensburg 1939 P. 97 (No. 14) it was decreed that the
celebration was to take place in only a simple way in consideration of the circumstances,
and that during the festival Mass in all churches the Holy Father's letter was to be read to
all the faithful, or at least its contents made known to them. Regensburg celebrated 1200
years as a diocese on the occasion of the jubilee. Commemorative volume to accompany
the 1200-year celebration, published by Bishop Dr. Michael Buchberger. Regensburg:
Friedrich Pustet. 1939.

...3 weeks thereafter upon valid reception of the sacraments of Penance and
the Holy Eucharist and meeting the rest of the Church's prescribed
conditions. As a pledge of God's mercy and as a sign of our particular love,
we give you, venerable brother, as well as your clergy and all the people
entrusted to you by the Lord, our apostolic benediction.

No. 2: Pius XII. to Cardinal Bertram / Breslau
Vatican, 13 March 1939

A. E. S., CARTE Pio XII: Draft of a cable; the Cardinal Secretary of State is to sign the
original.
Best wishes on the attainment of your 80th birthday.

To Cardinal Archbishop Bertram, Breslau:
On the happy attainment of your eightieth year of life1 in physical and
spiritual freshness, while still demonstrating maximum performance, we
send Your Eminence our most heartfelt thanks and best wishes for the good
you have done for your diocese and all of Catholic Germany, and grant Your
Eminence, your priests and faithful our wholehearted apostolic blessing.

No. 3 Pius XII. to Bishop Schmitt / Fulda
Vatican, 31 March 1939

DA FULDA: Copy (without references or signature).



Thanks for your good luck wishes on papal election. Reminiscence on the visit to Fulda
as nuncio. Praise for allegence to the faith. Efforts of the pope to give the Church in
Germany opportunities for life and work. Blessings.

To our venerable brother Joseph Damian, Bishop of Fulda
Pius PP XII:
For the devout wishes and prayers, as well as the vow of love and obedience
to the Holy Father which you, venerable brother,

1 Adolf Cardinal Bertram was born on 14 March 1859.

… your assistants in the episcopal office1 and your cathedral chapter, have
pledged in the name of the whole Diocese of Fulda on the occasion of our
elevation to the Chair of Peter, we send our deepest thanks.
You evoke the comforting memories of those June days in 1926 in us, when
we dwelt in your midst and were allowed to know the essence of your lively
and joyous faith2. What comforts us even more, however, is the fact that
you are that "specialis filia Sacrae Romanae Ecclesiae" 3, as you once
proudly described yourself, the guardian of the precious relics of Saint
Boniface4, with the belief that the great saint has brought you faithfully
through the turbulence and trials of recent years and has guarded and
defended you steadfastly. We will, you may be certain, work with all our
might that you and all children of the Holy Church in your fatherland can
again lead, "…a quiet and peaceful life, godly and respectful in every way"
(1 Tim. 2, 2) in accordance with our Catholic belief.
Invoking the mighty intercession of Saint Bonifice we give you, venerable
brother, your co-workers in the apostolate and all your diocese, our apostolic
blessing from the fullness of our heart.
From the Vatican, 31 March 1939.

No. 4 Pius XII. to Bishop Preysing / Berlin
Vatican, 19 April 1939

A. E. S., CARTE PIO XII: Draft of letter (no number).
Thanks for the news.

To our venerable brother Konrad, Bishop of Berlin:
With our best thanks we confirm to you, venerable brother, receipt of your
letter of the 1st of this month with both attachments, of which we have taken
note 1.



1 The Coadiutor cum iure successionis to the Bishop of Fulda since 1936 had been
Johann Bapt. Dietz who, as such, succeeded Bishop Schmitt immediately upon the latter's
death on 10 April 1939.
2 Compare E. PACELLI, Speeches, P. 59-61. Nuncio Pacelli had been to Boniface
Sunday in Fulda in 1926.
3 This designation dates from the Middle Ages and refers to the immediate location of
the former Benedictine Cloister in Fulda.
4 The relics of Saint Boniface, who was martyred in Friesland in 754, were brought, via
Utrecht and Mainz, to Fulda, where the Boniface disciple Sturmius had established a
Benedictine abbey in 744 (compare LThK IV column 444 and following).

As a pledge of holy Easter consolation2 we grant you, venerable brother, and
your faithful with special love the requested apostolic blessing.
From the Vatican, 9 April 1939.

No. 5 Pius XII to the Bavarian Episcopate
Vatican , 9 April 1939

A.S. S., ELEZ. PIO XII - CASS. 5a 237: Draft letter No. 1071, with corrections and the
note "All' Episcopato Bavarese | Risposta all congratulazioni per l'Elezione Del Sommo
Pontefice (aprile 1939)" by an unknown hand.

Thanks for the good-luck wishes of the Freising Bishops Conference. Expression of the
close relationship between bishops and the Holy See. Retrospective view on own stay in
Bavaria. Blessings.

1 The two enclosures dealt with National Socialist decrees against Catholic boarding
schools and a letter from the chairman of the Fulda Bishops Conference, Cardinal
Bertram, about the appropriateness of possible congratulations from the German
episcopacy on Hitler's 50th Birthday on 20 April 1939. Preysing's answer was
dissuasive, per a copy sent by the pope.
2 Easter fell on 9 April in 1939.
3 The bishops of the two Bavarian Church provinces had convened for their spring
conference at the end of March 1939 and took this opportunity to send the newly-elected
pope a message of support. See L. VOLK, Episcopy, Pp. 1-3, for more about the Freising
Bishops Conference.
4 Pacelli was Apostolic Nuncio to Bavaria from 1917 to 1925, and simultaneously also
Nuncio to Germany as of 1920. His official departure from Munich took place on 14 July
1925 (compare E. PA CELLI, Speeches, Pp. 47-50).

The congratulatory message, which you collectively decided to send to us at
your meeting in Freising at the end of last month, on the occasion of our
election, was very pleasing and welcome to us1. That letter clearly testifies
to your unshakable fidelity and your childlike devotion to this Holy See,



which we have always joyfully known so well, particularly since the time we
served so long and gladly as Apostolic Nuncio in your country2. To you,
beloved son and venerable brothers, we therefore want to give expression to
our gratitude and good will with this letter; we always stand ready to send
you our fatherly love, just as much as we can, to prove through that act, and
we ask God from our heart that He always be there with you as your guide
and helper, and that He stand by you in your councils, so that your concerns
about upholding His honor, the general welfare of the faithful and the
welfare of the State be relieved. We desire that the apostolic blessing, which
we bestow from our heart and in the [name of] the Lord upon you, beloved
son, and the other bishops of Bavaria, as well as the clergy and the faithful
with whom you are entrusted, be a pledge of every heavenly grace and a sign
of our sincere love.

1 The bishops of the two Bavarian Church provinces had convened for their spring
conference at the end of March 1939 and took this opportunity to send the newly-elected
pope a message of support. See L. VOLK, Episcopy, Pp. 1-3, for more about the Freising
Bishops Conference.
2 Pacelli was Apostolic Nuncio to Bavaria from 1917 to 1925, and simultaneously also
Nuncio to Germany as of 1920. His official departure from Munich took place on 14 July
1925 (compare E. PA CELLI, Speeches, Pp. 47-50).

No. 6 Pius XII. to Bishop Preysing / Berlin
Vatican, 7 May 1939

A. E. S., CARTE PIO XII: Draft Letter No. 2004, with handwritten corrections by the
pope.

Basis for the defense of Church law. Authorizing the German Bishops to negotiate.
Entitlements which may not be relinquished. Blessings.

To Our venerable brother Konrad, Bishop of Berlin:
Venerable brother, we have noted with particular attention the contents of
the two letters with enclosures which you sent us on the 8th and 22nd of this
month1.
When you summarize the present problem of the most reverend episcopacy
of Germany with the words in the first of the two letters as: The previous
policy (per the encyclical 'Mit brennender Sorge' 2, etc.) was, without
causing unnecessary friction, to steadfastly and categorically defend the faith
and Church rights and persist in strengthening the clergy and the people" 3

— we want to emphasize with this our own position regarding the Church



situation in Germany, and that we can only but encourage the most reverend
episcopate in their adherence to this policy as long as no certain and genuine
indications are discussed which appear to change this Church policy 'for the
best'. In this sense, we greet the declarations of the most reverend
ordinariate of …

1 Obviously, by the alteration of the date from 30 April to 7 May a correction intended to
be inserted at this location has been overlooked. The two letters from the Bishop of
Berlin were dated 8 and 22 April 1939. In the referenced enclosures details were reported
on the Kirchenkampf (campaign against the Church) in Germany.
2 Of 14 March 1937; Text AAS 29 (1937) see 145-167, as well as occasionally; finally
D. ALBRECHT, Substitutions I Pp 403-443. Compare A. MARTINI, Faulhaber.
3 In Prysing's letter of 8 April it says: If I was asked what to do I would say; steadfastly
maintain the previous policy, i.e. "Mit brennender Sorge", etc, without causing
unnecessary friction and defend dogmatic beliefs and Church rights, to strenghthen the
resolve of the clergy and the people. The fidelity of the Catholics is our last and only
hope. God only knows if this position will be successful. Anyway, it is the only position
which won't lead to the downfall of the Church in Germany from the outset. - Concerning
the always unabashed, categorical and unambiguous stand of Preysing against National
Socialism and Hitler's rule, compare particularly L. VOLK, Episcopacy pp. 111f., 117-
119 and W. ADOLPH, Pastoral Office.

… Cologne and Münster concerning the newest ordinances in the area of the
school system.
When it comes to possible negotiations with the Reich regime,
it will be up to the highest episcopy in Germany to determine the time and
place, and if and whether non-binding preliminaries should take place.
Regarding the negotiations themselves, we had selected you, as the Cardinal
Archbishop of Breslau is aware, together with the Bishop of Osnabruck and
the Auxiliary Bishop of Klagenfurt. The actual negotiations, if you
participate in them yourself, should include provisions for safeguards against
the employment of additional measures against the Church, above all in the
area of propaganda, and if it is acceptable to the negotiating bishops, to
reject negotiating partners for whom there is reason to believe they will not
be amenable to negotiations by virtue of past performance.
We thank you, venerable brother, for your continual concern about the
common issues of Catholic Germany, and give you our apostolic blessing as
a pledge of the strength and mercy of God.
From the Vatican, 7 May 1939



1 Cardinal Schulte and Bishop von Galen. The pope is probably thinking primarily of the
pastoral teaching of the Archbishop of Cologne of 6 April 1939 (Text: W. CORSTEN,
No. 201 P. 242f.).
2 Cardinal Bertram, who had participated in the two discussions with Pius XII on 6 and 9
March 1939; compare Appendices Nos. 6 and 9 and A. MARTINI, Pio XII, particularly
Pp. 348-353.
3 Wilhelm Berning.
4 Andreas Rohracher, who took over management of the diocese in July as Diocesan
Vicar and retained this position until the end of the war, even after his nomination to be
Archbishop of Salzburg (May 1943).
5 In his reply of 19 May 1939 Preysing wrote: This letter is a ray of light during a dark
period for me, because of the favorable attitude of Your Holiness, which speaks much of
him, like the direction-giving words which it contains.

No. 7 Pius XII. to Cardinal Bertram/Breslau
Vatican , 30 May1939

A. S. S., 1939 SEM. UNIV. 17: Draft Letter No. 2233 with corrections and remarks by
Card. Arciv. di Breslavia (Germania) Trasmissione di Lettera alla S[acra]
C[ongregazione] dei Seminari e delle Universita (30 maggio 1939) by an unknown hand.

Acknowledgment of a letter concerning the seminaries and directing that it be passed
along to the student congregations for processing. Blessings.

To our venerable brother Adolf, Cardinal Archbishop of Breslau:
We have read with fatherly concern the pleasant letter you sent here on the
6th of this month dealing with the formation and education of candidates for
the priesthood in your parish, and we are of the opinion that these questions
must be considered carefully and precisely1. Therefore, we have informed
our beloved son, the Cardinal-Prefect of the Congregation for Seminars and
Universities2, of this issue, so that it can be discussed in the proper manner.
As we notify you of this, …

1 The input of 6 May 1939 involved the seminaries in the Sudetenland and questions
about the education of priests. That document can no longer be found in the
correspondence.
2 Cardinal Giuseppe Pizzardo, who Pius XII had nominated to be Prefect of the Student
Congregation a few days after his election, and who his predecessor, Pius XI, had himself
kept in reserve for upper-echelon leadership (compare AAS 31 [1939] P. 139).

… we gladly take the opportunity to renew our goodwill which we have
always sent your way. We give our apostolic blessing to you, beloved son,



as well as your clergy and faithful, as a sign of heavenly grace in the name
of the Lord.

No. 8 Pius XII. to Bishop Landersdorfer/Passau
Vatican, 5 June 1939

A.S.S., 1939 DIOCESI 45: Draft Letter No. 3088, with corrections and the remark Al
Vescovo di Passau (Germania) XII secolo dall' erezione della diocesi (16 luglios 1939)
by an unknown hand.

Letter regarding the 1200-year of celebration of the establishment of the diocese of
Passau by Saint Bonifice. The memory of the past awakens new strength right now
during the current difficult situation. Best wishes for the feast and granting of the
authority to administer the apostolic blessing.

To our venerable brother Simon Konrad, Bishop of Passau:
This coming July, you will celebrate, as we have heard to our joy1, the 1200-
year anniversary of the founding of your Diocese of Passau by Saint
Bonifice, the Apostle of Germany, by the order of the pope and as his
legate2. Calling to mind in this way the first beginnings of your diocese and
its glorious history to your faithful, who live in such difficult circumstances
today, will surely arouse new courage in their hearts, mindful of the zealous
and unshakable belief of their Catholic predecessors; and it will make the
connection of your flock with this Holy See become more solid and strong.
This commemoration of the beginning of the diocese will, as we confidently
hope, provide blessings and benevolence not only to the individual faithful,
but also to the entire Church and the civil community. We therefore praise
and commend the forthcoming jubilee celebrations and, in fatherly love,
with this letter we validate them and share in them from the bottom of our
heart. Furthermore, we give you, venerable brother, or any other bishop
who may represent your office, the authority, on a day set after the
celebration of the pontifical church service to confer the pontifical blessing
to all believers present, in our name and with our authority, and to declare a
plenary indulgence, which can be obtained under the usual conditions. And
as a pledge of the heavenly gifts and a sign of our particular love, we grant
you, venerable brother, the whole clergy and the people entrusted to your
pastoral care, our heartfelt apostolic blessing in the name of the Lord.

1 On 19 March 1939 the bishop had asked the Secretary of State about a letter from the
pope addressing the jubilee of the diocese. The Church celebrations were set for 13 - 16
July: the first three days were considered to be a preliminary Triduum, which the jubilee



celebration proper would follow. The bishop himself had suggested that the pope's letter
be dated 5 June, the feast of Saint Boniface; see also Letter No. 13.
2 The diocese of Passau was established in 739, the same time as Regensburg, Salzburg
and Freising; Vivilo, its first bishop, was consecrated by Pope Saint Gregory himself;
Bishop Landersdorfer was his 82nd successor (compare LThK VIII column 138-142; A.
HAUCK I P. 470 and following).

No. 9 Pius XII. to Cardinal Faulhaber/Munich
Vatican, 11 June 1939

A. S. S., 1939 DIOCESE 115: Draft Letter No. 3047, with handwritten corrections by the
pope and the expeditionary seal spedita 16 giu[gnos] 1939.

Thanks for the news and your demonstration of fidelity to the Holy See. Special concern
of the pope for Germany. Trust in the future despite new measures against the Church.
Admonition for perseverance. Personal greetings.

Blessings, to our beloved son Cardinal Michael von Faulhaber, Archbishop
of Munich-Freising:
We still owe you our thanks for your two letters dated 22 April (with the 3
enclosures in duplicate) and 15 May. We have noted with particular interest
the enclosures to the first-mentioned letter1. We can't avoid saying a special
word of satisfaction and thanks for the proof of your loyal devotion to the
Holy See, with which the conference of the Bavarian bishops on 28 and 29
March has distinguished itself.
You know, venerable brother2, how very much the situation of the Catholic
Church in Germany is our urgent and daily concern. Despite all of the blows
which been reported to us during the past weeks from both the Old Reich
and the newly-affiliated regions3, let's not despair just yet. Aside from the
knowledge of God's holy providence, there is a range of circumstances (last
but not least the fact that rarely if ever have so many prayers been offered in
Germany as at present), in which we trust and which also must encourage
you, unabashed, to hold fast to the prevailing policy and maintain, solidly
and resolutely, your belief and right to defend the Holy Church, and to
strengthen clergy and people alike in persisting. At some point in time, God
will turn the things towards the better.
We thank Mr. X4 for his loyal wishes and the noble attitude.

1 These enclosures dealt with the Freising Bishops Conference of 28-29 March 1939 and
the closure of the theological faculty of the University of Munich by the government.



2 The second enclosure, which deals with a multiplicity of bishops, doesn't correspond to
the text of the letter. No unambiguous reason for this stylistic break could be determined.
It can be assumed, however, that Pius XII didn't notice this oversight, as in the directly
preceding sentence he speaks of the conference of the Bavarian bishops.
3 Notes the annexation of Austria on 13 March 1938, the incorporation of the
Sudetenland on 1 October 1938 and the establishment of the Protectorate of Bohemia and
Moravia on 16 March 1939.
4 This has to do with an evangelical Christian who, in a letter transmitted to the pope via
Cardinal Faulhaber, wanted to thank the pope especially for the words which Pius XII.
spoke to him.

We remember him in our prayers and at the altar, and bid him our fondest
blessings.
Once again, but always in our old cordial love, we give you the apostolic
blessing as a pledge of divine consolation.
From the Vatican, 11 June 1939.

10 Pius XII. to Archbishop Klein/Paderborn
Vatican, 21 June 1939

A. S. S., 1939 DIOCESI 132: Draft Letter No. 3450, with handwritten corrections by the
pope and the expeditionary seal spedita 24 giu[gno] 1939.

Thanks for the news. Close connection with Germany. Reminiscence of the Liborius
Celebration of 1926. Thanks for loyal greeting from the youth. Blessings.

To our venerable brother Caspar, Archbishop of Paderborn:
With deep thanks, we confirm receiving your letter of 12 May of this year
and the accompanying attachments, of which we have taken particular note1.
Amid our concerns about the situation of the Catholic Church in Germany,
we draw confidence and strength from the fact that long-standing and close
relationships connect us intimately with this country, and we see stirring
proof from there of the strong connection they have with the Successor of
Peter. Your letter, venerable brother, is yet another proof of this love and
fidelity; it fills us all the more with the most abundant solace that we have
the most agreeable and permanent memories of your see and your diocese as
a result of our participation in the Liborius Celebration in 19262.

On 3 March 1939 he addressed his first speech after his election to Christians outside the
Catholic Church. The relevant paragraph in that papal address was: Attamen mens Nostra
ad ens quoque fertur omnes qui extra Catholicae Ecclesiae saepta versantur, quique, ut
confidimus, libenter accipient divina auxilia esse a Nobis, hac solemni hora, Bibi a Deo
Optimo Maximo Nostris precibus implorata (AAS 31 [1939] P. 86). Compare GUIDE n.



1 as well as the Italian text of the original in ADSS 1 Nr. 1 P. 97: Ne possiamo in questo
momento dimenticare tutti coloro die son fuori della Chiesa, ai quali, se non una
benedizione, f arä piacere ricevere dal Papa — come diceva il Nostro veneratissimo
predecessore — una »dizione di bene«, cioe un desiderio di favori e di Boni di Dia,
propiziati dai voti e dalle preghiere del Papa.

1 There were 16 enclosures to the letter of 12 May 1939, partially a pastoral letter, but for
the most part documents concerning the Kirchenkampf in the Archdiocese of Paderborn.
2 Saint Liborius, Bishop of Le Mans in the 4th century, whose relics were transferred to
Paderborn in 836, is the patron of the archdiocese. His feast is celebrated on July 23; in
1926, Nuncio Pacelli had drunk beer at the Liborius celebration (compare E. PACELLI,
Speeches, Pp. 69-71).

We have a particular word of the thanks for the youth entrusted to your
pastoral love for their loyal greeting to their common father. Germany's
Catholic youth should know that they are a very particular object1 of our
concern, but it is also our hope that they occupy a special place2 in our daily
prayers and eucharistic offerings.
We gladly grant your request, venerable brother, and enclose a letter on the
occasion of the consecration of the archdiocese to the Virgin Mary. We need
not tell you how very much we wish that all priests and believers, especially
also those in the Diaspora, obtain the richest and most prolonged benefits
from this consecration.
From the Vatican, 21 June 1939

No. 11 Pius XII. to Archbishop KIein/Paderborn
Vatican, 21 June 1939

A. S. S., 1939 DIOCESI 132,: Draft Letter No. 3450, with corrections in the pope's own
hand and the expedition stamp 24 giu[gno] 1939.

Response to the report of consecrating the archdiocese to the Virgin Mary. Reminder to
courageously affirm the belief in happy and devout family life, from which religious men
and holy women may emerge.

To our venerable brother Caspar, Archbishop of Paderborn:
Your report, venerable brother, about the consecration of the Archdiocese of
Paderborn to the Virgin Mary, has filled us with joy and solace. When we
look back into the Catholic Church's past in Germany, we see your
consummated consecration as a precious building-block in the spiritual
cathedral which your Catholic forefathers have erected in the course of
centuries out of faith, trust, dedication and love in honor of Mary. The



thousandfold praises of Mary in both the spoken and physical monuments all
over Germany, as well as within the present-day Catholic diaspora,
where the courtly love of Mary once inspired such wonderful blossoms,
continue on with a significant, worthwhile and joyous affirmation amid the
agitated present.
Rarely have the Catholic faith and those who adhere to it in your Fatherland,
needed...

1 Compare Letter No. 11. The consecration of the archdiocese had taken place on 21 May
1939; compare AB PADERBORN of 26 April 1939, P. 63 and following, with the
corresponding order.
2 The dedication had taken place on 21 May 1939; compare Letter No. 10.

...the mighty protection of the holiest virgin so very much and so
desperately, of the Auxilium Christianorum. The ship of the Church finds
itself in the storm and the waves. The exhortation of Saint Bernard is valid
for you now more than ever: "Respice stellam, voca Mariam -- look at the
star, call on Mary!" (Hom 2 super: Missus est)1.
Take your refuge in the Mother of Christianity and commend her to the
Catholic Church in your Fatherland: May God grant that your priests remain
loyal to their vocation and manfully proclaim the whole honest truth; He
wants to confer great courage on all believers, when and where Christ
commands (Matth. 10, 32 and 33), who openly affirm their belief; He wants
to lead priests and laymen alike to the goal of religious life in full merciful
union with Christ; and finally, He wants to hear your daily prayers for the
freedom of the Holy Church and desires that she use her rich and
inexhaustible energy for the salvation of souls and to bring her entire people
to the best and fullest development.
Recommend Mary and her Divine Son to your children: she wants them to
grow up under the blessings of a devout and joyous family life, in the
tradition you received from your fathers. Mary extends her mantle over the
entire German youth, so that she can happily rescue the irreplaceable
treasure of Christian belief and their youthful purity from all strife and
danger, and so that a generation of religious men and women may emerge.
Commend the intercession of the Heavenly Queen to your whole Fatherland:
God will direct fundamental attitudes and events so that you will all be
granted a quiet and peaceful life, godly and respectful in every way (see 1
Tim. 2, 2)2. The Paderborn Diocese has triumphantly endured all storms
which have passed over the Catholic Church. So that her belief also emerges
more completely from the present ordeal only cleaner, purer and stronger,



we send our fervent supplication for this upward to the Mother of Mercy and
to the throne of her Divine Son, in union with you and your diocesan
prayers, and impart to you, venerable brother, and all your co-workers in the
vineyard of the Lord, our apostolic blessing from the fullness of our heart, as
a pledge of the mighty intercession of Mary and the overflowing love and
mercy of Jesus Christ.
From the Vatican 21 June 1939.

1 No. 17; PL 183 Column 70 D.
2 The hand-written source says: ... so that we can lead a quiet, peaceable life in all piety
and respectability.
3 For the history of the Archdiocese of Paderborn compare LThK VII column 1343 and
following

No. 12 To Bishop Berning / Osnabrück
Vatican, 29 June 1939

A. S. S., 1939 DIOCESI 162: Draft Letter No. 3253, with corrections by an unknown
hand and the notation Al Vescovo di Osnabrück (Germania) 25° sacerdozio [sic] | (14
luglio 1939).

Blessings on the bishop's 25-year jubilee with the authority to give the apostolic blessing
on the feast day.

To our venerable brother Wilhelm Berning, Bishop of Osnabrück:
It will certainly be a joyous day for you when you solemnly celebrate the
25th anniversay of your consecration as bishop1.

1 Cardinal Bertram, the Chairman of the Fulda Bishops Conference, had asked for this
handwritten note from the pope. Bishop Wilhelm Berning was nominated by Pius X to
be Bishop of Osnabrück on 14 July 1914, and consecrated on 29 September 1914 by the
former Bishop of Hildesheim, Bertram, who had, in turn, been nominated as the Prince-
Bishop of Breslau shortly before.

This holy celebration provides us with the welcome occasion to express to
you our common joy and to renew and strengthen the good will that we have
always given you. So we want to increase your joy and that of your faithful,
and to pronounce with this letter our congratulations to you on your
forthcoming feast day from the bottom of our heart. At the same time, we
earnestly direct our request to God that your clergy and believers travel
along on the way of Christian life in good spirits and make even greater
progress day by day. However, so that the celebration of this feast day



brings even more abundant blessings to your people, we grant you the
authority to impart the apostolic blessing to all the faithful present on a
certain day after the pontifical Mass, and to grant them, in our name and
with our authority, a plenary indulgence which can be gained under the usual
conditions. May the apostolic blessing which we give you, venerable
brother, your clergy and the people entrusted to your pastoral care, in the
name of the Lord, bear witness to and impart heavenly graces and be an
expression of our particular love.

No. 13 Pius XII. to Bishop Landersdorfer/Passau
Vatican, 1 July 1939

A. S. S., 1939 DIOCESI 45: Draft Letter (without number) with corrections in the Pope's
own hand.

Blessings on the 1200 year anniversary of the Diocese of Passau. A call for fidelity to
belief (no worldly power can take it from you and your children), and for religious
renewal of the clergy (the storm which is currently breaking over the Church in your
Fatherland lends especial urgency to this call) according to the example of Bishop
Altmann, and for the renewal of the faithful people through Christian family culture.

To our venerable brother Simon Konrad, Bishop of Passau:
You and your people are preparing, venerable brother, to celebrate the
twelve-hundredth anniversary of the establishment of your diocese. We don't
want to let this opportunity pass without expressing our deep solidarity with
you and your believers, and giving our best fatherly wishes to the Diocese of
Passau as it embarks on its thirteenth century of existence1.

1 Compare letter No. 8. The jubilee celebrations took place in the Bishop's city from 12
to 16 July. Church records estimate the attendance at approximately 30,000; on the
school day set aside as a day of fidelity to the faith, approximately 1,000 teenagers were
counted. The archbishops of the three daughter dioceses (Bishop Gföllner from Linz,
Bishop Memelhauer of St. Pölten and, representing the cardinal, Auxiliary Bishop
Seydel) celebrated the festival Mass.

In the first place, this centennial celebration is a thank-you offering to the
omnipotent and most praiseworthy God to praise Him with hearts and
mouths for the thousandfold mercies and blessings which he has poured out
over your parish. The rise of religious and Church life from Bavaria through
Austria and even into Hungary is attributable to the efforts of the Passau
Diocese. How many family blessings, leading to priestly vocations, what
blossoming of religious orders in both the olden days and the present, how



much missionary and cultural work of the venerable abbeys, how many
works of charity, and how much fear of God and piety, love of Christ and
sanctity are included in the history of your diocese! Firm faith in God
should be bound to the joyful thanks which you send up to heaven. The
celebration of your jubilee occurs during a time of the most consequential
religious decisions. Be in good spirits. The arm of the Lord, which has led
your diocese through other storms, is no shorter today. The boundaries and
other external characteristics of your diocese have changed in the course of
the centuries1 and may yet change again. But one shall remain: the Catholic
faith, as Saint Boniface himself planted it on the soil of your home, and as
your fathers have practiced it. No worldly power ought to be able to steal it
from you and your children. Your centennial celebration is therefore a
celebration of religious renewal. The call for inner sanctification goes out
primarily to the clergy, and the storm now breaking over the Church in your
Fatherland, lends this call special urgency. Let priests follow the example of
your blessed bishop Altmann, whose contemporaries (Lamberti 16 October
1076; Bernoldi chronicon, 1091 Jul.- Aug)2 glorified as a man of high virtue,
great sanctity, temperance and religious faith. Altmann was closely
connected with his people and Fatherland through long experience and lofty
responsibilities3. But in the fight over Church reform and in the bitter
religious strife of the 11th century, he remained faithful, not only to God, but
also to the people, Christ and his [earthly] representative. Priests like him are
needed at the present hour: priests clearly dedicated to God, Christ and the
Church, as well as to the true welfare of your people; priests of the apostolic
Word; priests who shine with purity and piety as an example to the faithful
from whom so many sacrifices are demanded today.
We call all our beloved sons and daughters of the Passau Diocese to say,
along with Saint Paul (Eph. 3, 16-17): "that according to the riches of His
glory he may grant you to be strengthened with might through his Spirit in
the inner man ...

1 For the colorful history of the Passau Diocese, which until almost the end of the Middle
Ages included wide areas of Austria and Vienna themselves, see LThK VIII columns
138-142.
2 Lambert von Hersfeld: MGH, SS V (Ed, G. H. PERTZ) P. 252 and following, PL 146
column 1228C; Bernold of St. Blasien: MGH, SS V (ed. G. H. PERTZ) S. 452, PL 148
Sp. 1406 B.
3 Concerning Bishop Altmann, who was Bishop of Passau from 1065 to 1091, compare
LThK I column 402 and following and A. HAUCK III P. 840 and following.



... and that Christ may dwell in your hearts through faith that you, being
rooted and grounded in love, …". There has probably never before been so
much alienation toward God, but maybe also never so much love for Jesus
enkindled, to make Christians ready for each sacrifice, than at the present
time.
All of you, join in with this leaven of militancy for God. You fathers and
mothers, be aware of your noble duty to implant our holy faith in the hearts
of your children from their earliest ages. Set the example of religious
change, and make your whole family life a refuge of belief and love, of
peace and heavenly bliss. Contemplate that Brother Konrad, the saint, has
given your diocese over to the Catholic Church, from which such deep
christian family life has grown1. Commend him to your children so that no
Christ-averse influences are able to destroy what you have instilled in their
souls.
We cannot greet you within the walls of your cultural and artistic cathedral
city2, as our great predecessor, Leo IX, was able to do. But you must know
how close your people are to us, among whom we have lived for such a very
long time. Our elevation to the Chair of Peter has brought the ties that bind
us even closer together. We remember you day after day in the eucharistic
offering, as we also ask for your prayers for us. Stay in close contact, Christ
willing, with us who represent his authority on Earth. The secret of our
strong faith and religious fidelity lies in this sacred community.
We commend you all to the mighty protection of the Virgin Mary, that in her
wonderful mercy she may proudly call Altötting in your diocese 3 her own.
May Mary obtain for you the fullness of the love and mercies of her Divine
Son. As a pledge of this we send to you, venerable brother, and to all your
priests and faithful, particularly the youth of your diocese, our wholehearted
apostolic blessing.
From the Vatican, 1 July 1939

1 Brother Konrad von Parzham, OFM Capuchin (1818-1894) was pronounced blessed in
1930 and canonized in 1934; compare LThK VI column 470.
2 There is no unambiguous proof that Leo IX ever stayed in Passau. To be sure, M.
HANSIZ has a note in the margin of his GERMANIA SACRA, Vol. 1, Augsburg, 1727,
p. 250 about the year 1052: Engilbertus episcopus hospitium praebet Pontifici et
imperatori. But a source document for this claim has not been preserved. There is the
possibility that the pope and Heinrich III passed through Passau on their way to
Regensburg after lifting the siege of Preßburg. Nevertheless, this route is nowhere
documented, and the journey could have just as well gone via Salzburg (friendly
communication of the DA PASSAU).
3 Altötting, the most well-known pilgrimage destination in Southern Germany, is located
in the diocese of Passau.



No. 14 Pius XII to Cardinal Faulhaber / Munich
Vatican, 10 July 1939

A.E. S., CARTE Pio XII: Draft Letter (no number), with corrections in the pope's own
hand.

Sympathy (illness, convalescence wishes).

To our beloved son Michael, Cardinal-Priest of the Holy Roman Church,
Titular Bishop of Saint Anastasia, and Archbishop of Munich-Freising,
Pius PP. XII

Beloved son, greetings and apostolic blessings.
With deepest sympathy, we have received your letter dated the 21st of last
month, in which you informed us of the presently unfavorable condition of
your health1. It gives us a feeling of peace and, at the same time, an occasion
for the confident hope that you now know the beneficial silence of
Adelholzen2, where through the care of the doctors and that of the skilled
nurses the well-known saving and strengthening powers of nature will work
to help you to soon regain your strength again, beloved son, which you have
sacrificed in recent years in fighting to save souls, and in the concern and
worries about the freedom of Christ's Church. Anyone who has borne the
loads and the heat of the day as you have shouldn't be surprised and really
need not fret, even one like you who was so often the model of strength,
courage and tirelessness for others, if he is temporarily struck by a time of
trial and becomes tired. We are certain, from our apostolic heart, as the
result of long years of close and loving experience, that after your more than
deserved weeks of necessary recuperation you will say, from your heart and
with your mouth: Non recuso laborem3. In this joyful expectation, we send
you, at charming Adelholzen, our deepest wishes for your convalescence
and give you, in fatherly love, our apostolic blessing as a sign of our
particular affection and esteem, and as a pledge of plentiful heavenly
mercies.
From the Vatican, 10 July 1939

1 Cardinal Faulhaber had written on 21 June 1939: “A stroke has made an old man of
me... Munich doesn't need a sick bishop in these times.”
2 Adelholzen is an Upper Bavarian spa south of Traunstein, famous for a rubidium-rich
mineral spring; a rehabilitation facility, run by the Sisters of Mercy, is located there.



3 The words "I don't deny myself more work" are attributed to Saint Martin of Tours;
compare SULPICIUS SEVERUS, Epistula III, 11 (CSEL 1, 148, 16-17). Cardinal
Faulhaber had cited it himself in his draft of the encyclical Mit brennender Sorge;
compare D. ALBRECHT, Substitutions I, P. 440, Comment 1.

No. 15 Pius XII. to Bishop Preysing, Berlin
Vatican, 17 July 1939

A. E. S., CARTE Pio XII: Draft Letter (without number), with corrections in the pope's
own hand.

Progress of the fight against the church. No reason for optimism. Help for refugees.
Blessings.

To our venerable brother Konrad, Bishop of Berlin:
Pius PP. XII
Venerable brother, greetings and blessings.
Not a few of the materials and reports enclosed with your letters of 31 May
and 3 July of this year, which we have reviewed with attention and
sympathy are, unfortunately, proof positive of the unmitigated severity of
the Church's situation in the German Reich, and of the efforts of certain
persons and circles to carry out their fight against Christian belief in forms
ranging from open now to soon more furtive, but always continuing toward
the same ultimate goal1. In this respect, the brochure 2 submitted is
especially informative and well-suited to counteract any excessive optimism.
We will scrutinize the memorandum concerning aid for refugees3.
Information about the cause of Catholic emigrants is always valuable to us.
With deep thanks for your loyal and painstaking efforts, we reciprocate your
positive wishes for our person in the same spirit and grant you the apostolic
blessinng as a pledge of abundant heavenly mercy.
From the Vatican, 17 July 1939

1 Bishop Preysing had written on 31 May: It pains me to have to make Your Holiness
aware of these serious developments.
2 MATTHES ZIEGLER, Illusion und Reallity. Preysing named the author as successor to
Rosenberg on 31 May.
3 The letter of 3 July included a memo concerning the organization of refugee relief on
an international basis; the memorandum had been written by an anonymous lady who had
been in the Netherlands for some time, and delivered to the Bishop of Berlin.

No. 16 Pius XII. to the German Episcopate
Vatican, 20 July 1939



A. E. S., CARTE Pio XII: Draft Letter (without number), with corrections in the pope's
own hand and the handwritten, then crossed out, notation "Confidential".

Importance the upcoming Bishops Conference. Necessity of the unity and consistency of
the episcopacy. Assurance of remembrance in his prayers. Efforts to achieve a state of
equilibrium with the State. But increase in the measures against the Church. Her
destruction intended. Nevertheless, more attempts in a willingness to strike a balance,
but without relinquishing the principles of natural law and Revelation. Praise for the
fidelity and unselfishness of the German faithful. A look back at his years in Germany.
Participation of the entire episcopacy in the conference is desirable. Blessings.

To the venerable brothers, the archbishops and bishops of Germany -- Pius
PP. XII:
Venerable brothers, greetings and apostolic blessing.
The discussions of the first Fulda Bishops Conference1, which will take
place under our pontificate, fall at a time and take place under circumstances
which place quite exceptional tasks and responsibilities on the ordinariate
assembling at the grave of the apostle of Germany2 himself. More longing
than ever is the gaze of the faithful, who are engaged in heavy fighting over
their highest and most sacred values, directed at those into whose pastoral
hands is placed the responsibility for their eternal salvation; motivated, as
usual, by the necessity and blessing of being led by a uniformly thinking and
acting episcopate, and seeing precisely in such consistency the primary,
most essential and most comforting promise for an honorable and successful
outcome to today's fighting.
In this entire situation, venerable brothers, it is our heartfelt desire to get to
know each one of you, to be with you in your work and recommendations
with our intrinsic and loving sympathy, and we plead with fervor for the
light and assistance of the Almighty that you not be overcome with
weariness during the all-important days of the conference. At the same time,
we don't want to leave you in any doubt that we have been determined, even
from the first day of our elevation to the Chair of Peter, to do everything in
our power, and compatible with the sacred responsibilities of our office, to
calm the situation of today's unfortunate opposition on a healthy and secure
basis...

1 This plenary conference took place from 22 to 24 August 1939.
2 Saint Boniface is interred in the Fulda Cathedral.



… and in a conscionable way, to initiate a blessingful peace for both sides1.
Truthfulness compels us to observe, however, that so far the official and
unofficial steps taken along this course have not yielded any tangible
success. A frank assessment of the religious situation of the Church in
Germany leads us to find it no longer surprising that no true friend of the
German people can any longer deny the profoundly painful fact that the
strangulation of the Church has substantially increased in effectiveness,
strength and scope, and that according to the unambiguous reports of reliable
persons, for certain elements and movements within State's leading party the
obliteration of the Church and Christian belief has more and more become
the goal of their endeavors. This realization has not hindered us, and will not
hinder us (for the sake of the welfare of the German people as well) from
recognizing serious indications of a fundamental change in attitude in certain
circles, and from considering the possibility of opportunities for peace
developing from them and from doing, for our part, everything to create an
atmosphere in which a discussion of the lingering questions could be
undertaken with some expectation of securing justifiable, irreversible results
between Church and State. Such a desire for peace is an obvious expression
of the mission of Holy Mother the Church, which has always been, and
always will be, ready to forgive bygones if a change in fundamental attitude
and behavior on the part of the other side offers her the well-founded hope
that a new and worthwhile relationship is possible between Church and State
under new and more favorable auspices. However, even the greatest desire
for peace by the Church and, for the pastoral heart, the obvious endeavors to
somehow spare the faithful people avoidable sacrifice and distress, do not
condone the application of shackles in connection with their proclamation
and realization, under natural law, God's revelation, the commandment of
truth and the sacred duty of conscience. We know that you, venerable
brothers, your clergy and all the truly faithful people will continually be with
us in this with one heart and mind. We know that you and your faithful
people yearn for...

1 Compare Appendices Nos. 6* and 9*.

... peace and continually pray for it. But we also know that you pray for
peace, not because you are tired of fighting, but rather from resolute hearts
that are ready to take on part of the sorrow over the fighting imposed on the
Church, resolved to avow their fidelity; from resolute hearts, which will
defend, step by step, the continued existence and activities of the Church, be
it in the area of religious education, Caritas or some other area of Catholic



action; from resolute hearts which will never give up on the task of
recovering the German people for Christ and his Church, but rather being
aware of this at all times, both in principle and actuality.
With the passing away of our great departed predecesor and our elevation to
the Chair of Peter there have been such overwhelming manifestations of
heroic fidelity to Christ's Church and his earthly representative from your
Fatherland, in which we in living memory for many years lived and worked
in God's providence among your people, that we thank the Lord with
emotion for his benign guidance, through which we are so fortunate today to
have an understanding arising only from long-time, first-hand experience
with the situation and the sufferings, the problems and the needs of Catholic
Germany.
We are also aware, venerable brothers, that the trusted fidelity of your new
co-workers, the bishops in the lands recently acquired by Germany, to us
and the Church is a source of strength and solace to you. It would please us
dearly if this year's conference already succeeded in realizing the
participation of the other episcopacies of Greater Germany, so that also
Catholics outside the "cor unum et anima una"3 of the greater episcopacy...

1 Pius XI. died on 10 February 1939.
2 Reference to the territorial changes of 1938/39 (compare letter No. 9, Footnote 3). —
At the Fulda Bishops Conference of 1939 the bishops (or their representatives) of Vienna,
Salzburg, Linz, St. Pölten, Leitmeritz, Innsbruck, Gurk and Prague (the German part)
participated.
3 One heart and one soul (Apg 4, 32).

... and all can recognize that the attitude and action among German Catholics
has grown with each test. Such a public expression of the will for religious
unity can only be conducive to the further improvement of the Church's
circumstances in Germany.
We pray to the Almighty that He attends and enriches your important and
responsibility-laden discussions with His strengthening and enlightening
grace, and in the meantime, venerable brothers, we impart to you, your
priests and faithful, as a visible pledge of such heavenly grace, our apostolic
blessing from the fullness of our heart, in special, total love.
From the Vatican, 20 July 1939

No. 17 Pius XII. to Cardinal Schulte/Cologne
Vatican, 20 July 1939



A.S.S., 1939 Ass. CATH. 115: Draft Letter No. 4388, with corrections in the pope's own
hand and the expediting stamp spedita 22 lug[lio] 1939.

Request by the cardinal for authority to borrow 350,000 Reichsmarks from the papal
Society for the Propagation of the Faith. Despite serious reasons against granting the
request, in consideration of the votes of Cardinals Schulte and Faulhaber, of the difficult
circumstances in Germany and of the approval of the chairman of the papal treasury in
Germany, request is granted. Advice about necessary protections.

To our beloved son Carl Joseph, Cardinal Archbishop of Cologne:
In your letter dated the 12th of this month, you asked us to provide the
necessary authority for the transfer 350,000 Reichsmarks from funds of the
papal Society for the Propagation of the Faith as a loan to the headquarters
of the Catholic social clubs in Germany to restore their savings account to
solvency1.
You know, beloved son, what serious grounds the Holy See must have to
properly agree to granting such authority. The moneys of the papal Society
for the Propagation of the Faith have been donated by the faithful for the
support of the Catholic missions, and everything should be avoided which
might somehow lead to their misappropriation.

1 The savings bank of the social organization had come into financial difficulties, which
made necessary their prompt restoration to solvency in order to avoid a most severe
public scandal for the Church in Germany and consternation among the Catholics. After a
corresponding appeal to the Kongregation de propaganda fide had been turned down, the
Cologne cardinal turned directly to the pope.

Nevertheless, if we do make an exception after careful consideration in the
present case and are inclined to agree to your request, a primary inducement
would be your vote itself, so we would still able to count on the vote of the
Cardinal Archbishop of Munich1. We know you and Cardinal Faulhaber's
enlightened astuteness and awkward conscientiousness too much not to be
certain that you would not have put your request in this specific and urgent
form, and at this time and place, had it not been justified by the
circumstances. But there unfortunately exists no small danger that the
moneys of the papal Society for the Propagation of the Faith may not be
used for their intended purpose at all. Under the present circumstances, their
temporary use for a legitimate Church purpose of the longest-range
importance, i.e. for the prevention of a severe and disastrous crisis of
confidence among the Catholic people, is undoubtedly justified2. We have
also learned that the finance chairman of the Society for the Propagation of
the Faith is also of this opinion3.



In the end, everything should be done to make sure that the money in
question does not go astray from its intended mission purpose, to the extent
that, on the Church's part, this purpose can be preserved. We ask you,
therefore, to see to it that it is transacted in such a way that the funds are not
hypothecated and are repaid on a regular schedule4.
Subject to these conditions, we gladly grant you the requested authority,
beloved son, and the apostolic blessing as a pledge of the
most copious heavenly mercies.
From the Vatican, 20 July 1939

1 This seems to involve a misunderstanding during the transmission of the basic message
here, as appears from a later letter from Cardinal Schulte.
2 Pius XII briefly summarizes here the reasons submitted by Cardinal Schulte.
3 At that time Prelate van der Velden was director of business operations for the papal
organiztion for the propagation of belief in Germany, with headquarters in Aachen.
4 In a letter dated 14 September 1939, Cardinal Schulte said that he had found another
way to settle the financial difficulties and that, therefore, the papal authority was not
needed.

No. 18 Pius XII. to Cardinal Innitzer/Vienna
Gastelgandolfo, 25 July 1939

A. S. S., 1939 DIOCESE 246 Draft Letter No. 4637, with the pope's comment da copiare
and the expediting stamp spedita 1 ago[sto] 1939.

Expression of concern on the occasion of the serious defamations and attacks against
Cardinal Innitzer. Approval of the stand of the archbishop and the faithful. The
nunciature in Berlin will protest. Blessings.

To our beloved son Theodore, Cardinal Archbishop of Vienna:
It is with deep pain and fond compassion that we have received, beloved
son, your report of the severe defamations inflicted on your person on the
occasion of your episcopal inspection in Groß-Weikersdorf and
Königsbrunn1. We had the sensation while reading, as though the physical
maltreatment you suffered had also happened to us, and we think with
concern and sorrow of the kind of fundamental attitudes such action reveals
and how very well such incidents are suited to worsening the existing
embitterment and antagonism.
The noble, highly-courageous bearing you maintained during the regrettable
incidents gives us great consolation, as does the self-evident truth that the
faithful remained loyal to their bishop.



We have directed our nunciature in Germany, which has also heard of the
reported incidents, to protest as you requested2.
We are confident that He knows of the inconvenience you had to tolerate,
and will abundantly compensate you, your clergy and your diocesans, and
we give you our apostolic blessing as a pledge of His particular love.
From Castelgandolfo, 25 July 1939

No. 19 Pius XII. to Bishop Preysing/Berlin
Castelgandolfo, 18 August 1939

A. S. S., 1939 DIOCESI 273: Draft Letter (without number), with the comment in the
pope's own hand da copiare and the comment circa insegnamento religioso by an
unknown hand.

Thanks for the news. Danger to Church education and religious instruction. Notice of the
forthcoming Fulda Bishops Conference. Blessings.

1 On the occasion of his inspection of the deaconate of Groß-Weikersdorf (situated to the
north of Vienna in Lower Austria) on 2 July 1939, posters with offensive language
against the cardinal were put up; that afternoon, the cardinal was violently attacked upon
his departure from the church at Königsbrunn. The Holy See was informed by a direct
report from the nuncio, who had specifically sent a representative to Vienna from Berlin.
2 It could not be determined how and when Nuncio Orsenigo carried out the pope's
assignment.

To our venerable brother Konrad, Bishop of Berlin:
With deep thanks we acknowledge receiving your letter of the 12th of this
month, venerable brother, with the enclosures from the hand of the Bishop
of Münster. We have with just as considerable attention, as well as deep
concern, learned from the material provided of the dangers to religious
education in the small seminaries, as well as to community schools and
religion classes in the schools, and await with anticipation the discussions
and resolution of this situation at the upcoming Fulda Bishops Conference.
With the same affection and love as always, we give you our heartfelt
apostolic blessing.
From Castelgandolfo, 18 August 1939

No. 20 Pius XII. to the German Episcopy
Castelgandolfo, 25 September 1939

SEGRETERLA DI S.S. FER LE LETTERE LATINE: Handwritten draft letter (without
number or address).



Thanks for the devotional address. Praise for the close connection with the Holy See. The
threatening nature of the present state of affairs. Fidelity to the papacy as assurance for
surviving all dangers. Thanks for the good-luck wishes on being elected pope. The papal
crown is turning into a crown of thorns. All the efforts at preserving peace from the
beginning of the pontificate. Nothing was left untried. Recollection of the 24 August
radio message. Nevertheless, this dreadful war has become a reality. The participation of
the pope in the general misfortune. The opportunities we stilll have: mitigation of the
war, working on the peace. The difficult situation of the Church in Germany. The fight
against her becomes ever more desperate. How the undeserving Church in Germany is
now persecuted and slandered there. The wave of propaganda against the Church in all
areas of public life. Special menace to the youth. Every means of defense is being taken
from the Church. Necessity for all the more trust and prayer. Patience in suffering a
forceful sign of the Church. Challenge to generous charitable activities even in war.
Commendation of pastoral ministries for soldiers, and the close connection between
pastors and believers. Praise for the nurses. Invocation of the protection of God, the
Virgin Mary, and the German saints. Blessings.

We have read, as particular proof of the special fidelity and devotion to us,
the letter which you, beloved sons and venerable brothers, sent us toward the
end of last August1 regarding your annual conference in Fulda.
This sign of your deep devotion has pleased us, and we have thanked God
that we have been able to recognize the unbroken bond of sacred unity and
newly strengthened solidarity in you and your outstanding devotion to the
Holy See, which we seek to serve rather than praise. We therefore consider
that you justly and rightly deserve great praise, because you, together with
the believers entrusted to your vigilence, always stand in the closest unity
with this refuge of the truth. Indeed, it has been a stormy period in which
the secret of the wickedness2 which proceeds, openly or clandestinely, with
unusual intensity against the resolve of divine mercy, devises even greater
wickedness, and in which the ancient struggle between good and evil grows
ever more stringent and intense. However, one must not despair of a good
and victorious end to this fight, for whoever is unconditionally united to the
Rock of the Apostles may be bombarded, to be sure, but can never be
conquered. Because "The strength of all is strengthened in Peter, and the
help of God's mercy is so ordered, that the solidity given Peter by Christ, is
communicated through Peter to the apostles" (Leo the Great, sermon on the
anniversary of his election; Ed. Ballerini IV, 3)3. With words full of love you
have repeated this in the same letter with your good wishes on our election
to the highest pastoral office4. We confess that we have received beneficial
solace from this proof of your ardor and your devotion, and this all the more,
since we perceive that the crown which was placed on our head is studded



with sharp thorns. Hardly had we grasped the helm of Church government
when we had, because the danger of war threatened, the responsibility of
preserving peace among the peoples. We have spared no efforts to make sure
the great good of peace does not get lost and that the disputes prevailing
among the peoples are settled not through force, not through arms and blood,
but rather through reason, diplomatic means and treaties. Therefore, we have
arranged public prayers; we have admonished personages of rank and
prestige in personal discussions; we have conveyed proposals to
governments through our representatives; we have offered our good offices.
On the same day on which you sent your joint letter to us, we addressed all
peoples and their governments on the radio; right up to the moment at which
war began we formulated particular and reasonable suggestions and tried to
avert the terrible danger5. But in vain! As we feared, what we had sought to
prevent has now unfortunately taken place,

1 The plenary conference took place 22-24 August 1939.
1 Compare 2 Thess 2, 7.
2 PL 54 Sp. 151f.
3 On 2 March 1939.
4 Regarding this see especially ADSS 1, where the files on the efforts of the Holy See to
preserve the peace are compiled.

and now blood and tears flow in Christian countries in the frenzy of arms,
and destruction and misery reign. Our heart is filled with great anxiety,
sorrow and mourning, because so many hopeful young people are being
slaughtered and because so many families have become affected by violent
death. What remains to us now to ease the sorrow, to dry the tears, to risk
everything so that enemies are reconciled and peace is restored, other than to
plead to God for everyone in fatherly affection; to give everyone our love,
particularly however our precious sons in Germany and their painstaking
and farsighted archbishops! Now we have to add to this grief the very
difficult circumstances under which the Church in Germany has to live.
What we had already known based on a lot of pieces of isolated information
has been amply confirmed by your report, with respect to the present
condition and the outlook for the future! Our heart is even more painfully
disturbed. The Church is being so severely persecuted by them that she
would be destroyed altogether if this was possible. Oh, woe! The Church,
which has been the king of the domain of kings, the joy of the world1, the
mother, teacher and leader of the human race; which led, with much love
and untiring effort, the still uncivilized, constantly warring clans of the
ancient Germans into the light of the Gospel and into their Reich, teaching



them a higher civilization and unifying them solidly together; which gave
them their empire and distinguished them through saints; which educated
them in the arts, sciences and an ordered social life and brought them only
prosperity: this Church is now slandered by them in an outrageous manner,
and they claim she is no longer compatible with their people and is a
misfortune for them. They stand historical truth, which every honest human
being still gives reverence and recognition, on its head and eradicate it when
they "call evil good and good evil, when they put darkness for light and light
for darkness, and when they put bitter for sweet and sweet for bitter!'' (Is. 5,
20). Such slanders are propagated in numerous ways; they are brought up
incessantly in the elementary and high schools. The easily-influenced minds
of the youth are filled in this way, and a paltry system of neopaganism is
taught instead of true religion. The Church takes every opportunity to
defend itself; however, while they are allowed to give the lies free rein, they
thwart the law and forbid the voice of truth, that's what one hears from
them2. What is to be done in such circumstances? One must keep one's self
free despite terrifying fear! The less one can hope for earthly help, the more
one should raise one's eyes to heaven with all the certain confidence that
help will come when the time is right. In order to hasten the assistance of
God's goodness, one may perform works of penance and mercy and
earnestly pray.

1 Compare Ps. 47, 3 and Laments 2,15.
2 The Catholic press was restricted even more at beginning of the war out of "war
necessity" and nearly strangled; compare F. ZIPFEL, Kirchenkampf, P. 231.

God knows the time and the moment when He will command an end to the
savage storm. It is our task to endure afflictions for the sacred teaching of
the Gospels; God's, however, is to let the light of glory and salvation appear
from the darkness and confusion. "In quietness and in trust shall be your
strength" (Is .30, 15). Be confident that your labors are neither pointless nor
unavailing, but rather that that which is endured in unbroken patience
enables the germination of rich seeds. However, be indulgent and charitable
toward those who persecute the Church. "Pray for them without stopping;
because also for them, there is still the hope for reversion so that they can
become partial to God. Above all, strive to teach them through the active
example of your life. You should counter their hate with meekness, their
haughtiness with your humility, their blasphemies with your prayers, their
errors with the firmness of your belief and their inhumanity your goodness!
And by no means ever think of repaying evil with evil! We shall prove to be



their brothers through forebearance, and in this try to imitate God. Because
who has endured more injustice, more deprivation, more contempt than
Him?" (Ignatius of Antioch to the Ephesians 10, 1-3)1. Christianity needs
the example of virtue, not verbose talk, when it is hated and persecuted by
the world (compare the same to the Romans 3, 3)2. All among you who
worry about the future of the Catholic religion may contemplate with all
eagerness that the Holy Spirit will strengthen Christian love; even the
hardships of the war offer, in paticular, new and numerous opportunities to
demonstrate this love. Perhaps if the enemies of the Church among you
experience for themselves the power and efficacy of this most elegant of all
virtues, they might change their opinion of the Church, and in this way
perhaps the situation will finally improve. In addition to the arrangements
you may have made to meet the requirements of the times, the following
points should provide you with some guidance about matters of concern to
you in your typical pastoral ardor: priests who are assigned as military
chaplains should be outstanding priests, filled with a supernatural spirit to
enable them to minister to those they serve in a correct and beneficial
manner; above all they should be concerned that the soldiers entrusted to
them should live and, if it comes to that, die, in a state of consecrated mercy,
and that they may not hold back, but rather lead, in their dedication to the
Fatherland and in enduring tribulations. But may the priests who remain at
home, the members of Catholic Action and their co-workers, who have also
endured great hardships, be filled with evangelical love; may they support
the faithful determined to be in need, comfort the oppressed, guide those in
doubt, and maintain active correspondence with those men who have had to
leave their families due to military service. If a city must be evacuated due to
the war situation ...

3 PATRES APOSTOLICI (ed. F. X. FUNK) I P. 220f.
4 IBID. P. 256.

... the priest should also remain at his station if some inhabitants still remain
there, and always be the last one to leave. Should any opportunity emerge
for a work of real Christian charity, they should immediately take advantage
of it. To our joy, we have heard -- whether the news is accurate, you
youselves must know -- that the German High Command assigned nuns to
look after the wounded; and they are following the example of the nuns who
behaved in such an outstanding manner during the last world war. Even if
the believers themselves should have no possibility to practice charity,



they should be prepared to act in the spirit of love if the situation changes.
The greatest commandment of the Apostle is to be discharged with all
diligence: "Do not be overcome by evil, but overcome evil with good!"
(Romans 12, 21). With this reminder, we commend to you, your priests and
believers, but especially your youth who are exposed to so very much
danger, the reign and providence of God, Whose ways are always those of
mercy and faith1, and Who may turn events toward the good. May the
Sacred Heart of Jesus always stand by you, Whose love is like an
inexhaustible sea, Whose omnipotence is capable of anything, and may you
dedpend on the intercession of the Ever-Virgin Mary, the mediatrix of all
mercies, of Saint Boniface, Peter Canisius and Elizabeth of Thuringia2.
With the promise of the dedication of our prayers, we wish you, beloved
sons and venerable brothers, as well as your believers, happiness and
blessings, and as a pledge of these wishes, we give you the apostolic
blessing from our heart in the name of the Lord.

No. 21 Pius XII. to Cardinal Faulhaber/ Munich
Castelgandolfo, 29 September 1939

A. S. S., 1939 CARDINALI 91: Draft Telegram No. 5586, with the pope's handwritten
remark da spedire.

Telegram with good luck wishes on his Saint's (name) day.

To: Cardinal Faulhaber, Promenadestraße, Munich:
On the occasion of your Saint's Feast Day, we wish for you and your
pastoral office the mighty protection of Saint Michael and grant you and
your diocesans, from the fullness of our heart, our apostolic blessing as a
pledge of the richest divine mercies3.

1 Compare Ps. 24, 10.
2 The venerable patron saints of Germany are mentioned here.
3 29 September: Feast of St. Michael the Archangel.

No. 22 Pius XII. to Bishop Stohr/Mainz
Castelgandolfo, 7 October1939

A. S. S., 1939 DIOCESE 283: Draft Letter No. 6410, with corrections in the pope's own
hand, and his comment da copiare | carta piccola and the expediting stamp 11 ottobre
1939.



Thanks for the news. Regrets the obstacles which make a visit to the Bishop to Rome
unlikely. Joy over the successes of the childrens' ministry and Christian teaching.
Acknowledgment of pastoral eagerness. Necessity of the courageous and encouraging
words of the bishops. Trust in the German episcopate. Assurance of the dedication of
prayers. Blessings.

To our venerable brother Albert, Bishop of Mainz:
We have received your letter dated 16 September with its enclosures,
venerable brother, with mixed feelings of solace and apprehension, which
are invoked in us almost regularly by reports from Germany. Apart from our
regret that we cannot greet you personally here, we must confess that this
time solace has strongly dominated, above all beause of the welcome
favorable report about the childens' pastoral lessons and Christian education
in your diocese, which you have been able to give "from your personal
experience." Tell your co-workers from the clergy and the laity that they
have our very special blessing in this sacred work, its continuation and its
expansion. It is still fitting to give acknowledgment and priase for your
untiring personal pastoral work among your diocesans. The present difficult
times require more than the usual amounts of direct courage and
encouragement, words of reminder and construction from the bishop to his
flock. If the German archbishops bear the responsibility, and we rejoice in
the thought that many of them do, what the enemies of the Church have
planned as evil will become, on the contrary, good: Bishops, clergy and
people will become even more united and intimate than before.
Finally, we express our deepest thanks to you for the love with which you so
often and regularly offer the Holy Sacrifice [of the Mass] for our concerns
and works. We also always remember, and today even more fervently than
otherwise, you and your believers before God at the Holy Sacrifice.
As a pledge of the all-surmounting love and mercy of Jesus Christ we grant
you, venerable brother, as well as all your clergy and believers, the apostolic
blessing from the bottom of our heart.
From Castelgandolfo, 7 October 1939

No. 23 Pius XII to Bishop Legge / Meissen
Castelgandolfo, 15 October 1939

A. E. S., CARTE Pio XII: Draft Letter (without number), with corrections in the pope's
own hand and the papal comment da copiare|I carta piccola.



Thanks for the information. Concern over the dismantling of the Catholic schools.
Intimidation of religious instruction. Christian education outside the schools. Close
relationship of the pope to the Diocese of Meißen. Blessings.

To our venerable brother Peter, Bishop of Meissen:
With great kindness and sympathy, we have gained insight from the reports
which you, venerable brother, have sent us about a range of issues
concerning your diocese1. We thank you for the information and will keep it
in mind: The dismantling of the Catholic schools in a Diaspora diocese right
at a time when they are so deperately needed, and the growing threat that
nothing is ready in the schools also causes us great anxiety. With respect to
this ideological indoctrination common to all, Catholics and non-Catholics
alike2, you must continue to point out to Catholic parents their serious duty
in conscience to distance their children from this teaching, even in the event
that the attempt is made to continue or renew this instruction as a required
subject.
Concerning the religious instruction of the youth, you must decide, taking
into account the actual circumstances on the spot, right then and there, when
and where it is appropriate to organize religious instruction classes in
church, as a substitute for, or corrective supplement to, insufficient or even
misleading religion classes. They have had favorable results from this
elsewhere, as we hear to our great solace.

1 Dated 15, 27 and 29 September 1939. The bishop had reported the closure of the
Catholic grade schools and religion classes as well as the prohibition of processions and
the expropriation of Church property.
2 The nuncio had mentioned this in his report No. 27 135 of 25 April 1939 “... In qualche
altra località, come in Sassonia, si tenta da altuni Direttori scolasticisettare di introdurre
un'unica ora di catechismo per tutti, senza alcuna distinzione in cui si insegnerebbe una
cosi detta „religione sopraconfessionale" (A.E.S., GERMANIA 749).

We commend you, venerable brother, and your diocese, with whom we are
joined in an especially close relationship1, to the protection
and the love of the Divine Redeemer and give you, your clergy and your
faithful the apostolic blessing from the fullness of our heart.
From Castelgandolfo, 15 October 1939

No. 24 Pius XII to Diocesan Vicar Rohracher / Gurk
Vatican, 23 November 1939



A.E.S., CARTE Pio XII: Draft Letter No. 8706, with corrections by the pope's own hand,
and the pope's notation da copiare | in carta piccola. An unknown hand has written on
the draft direttive diocesi di Gurk..

Thanks for the news. Despite increase in the Kichenkampf, firm confidence in the future.
Childens' pastoral lessons. Church tax legislation. Resignation of Prince Bishop Hefter.

To our venerable brother Andreas Rohracher, Titular Bishop of Isba,
Diocesan Vicar of Gurk:
Your detailed report2, venerable brother, about the situation of the Catholic
Church in Austria and particularly in the diocese of Gurk, for which we
thank you very warmly, has caught our attention in all of its parts. The
picture which it paints: on the one hand of the throttling of the Catholic
Church and Catholic powers, to the extent that they can be throttled from
without, and on the other hand the growth and strengthening of the religious
life, as is now being shown, according to your report, also in the tangible
effects of eternal adoration — this picture so often hinges on "the
information of the German bishops," -- that our sharp pain as to whether the
bitter hardship of the German Catholics which, as you also observe, has
intensified even more since the start of the war, is almost outweighed by the
solid confidence that divine providence will turn the present situation to a
particular blessing of the Catholic Church in your homeland.

1 The diocese of Meißen had been established in 1921 as a result of the decisive
involvement of the then nuncio in Germany, Pacelli, (compare AAS 13 [1921] Pp. 409-
411).
2 Dated 5 November 1939.
3 The bishop had written: “Regarding the very special blessing that was introduced on
New Year's Day 1939 in all the parishes, the eternal adoration has had an effect on the
whole diocese.”

We are greatly satisfied by the (at least temporary) rescue of the so very
successful St. Joseph's Brotherhood of Books as well as the implementation
of the childrens' pastoral instruction. We encourage the diocesan clergy to
foster these with all diligence according to their experience, since they will
bear rich fruit, as has been seen elsewhere. After the priests were nearly
excluded from conducting religion classses in the schools, they were also
presented with a precious opportunity to stay in contact with each and every
one of them. We were completely aware of the risks of non-compliance
under the Church Control Law. Nevertheless, if we had grave misgivings
about the adoption of that law, we knew that its purpose lay in the threat that
it would cause the restriction of Church freedom deep within the inner



precincts of the Church. We would like to hope that this threat is not realized
and that it doesn't expand from Austria to affect all the German dioceses
through an amendment of the laws of the Old Reich. We gladly agree,
venerable brother, with your request to nominate the resigned Prince Bishop
of Gurk as archbishop, in recognition of the high merits which he has
demonstrated before God and Holy Church at his diocese. If this cleric, as
you write, survived the harsh trials of these years so well, then he is
qualified to be first in line to reform the priesthood, for which Bishop Adam
Hefter worked unremittingly all the time during his long tenure.
To you, venerable brother, all your co-workers in the clergy and the laity, as
well as all believers in the Diocese of Gurk, primarily your children and
youth, we grant the sought-after apostolic blessing from our whole heart as a
pledge of the unremitting power of faith and the joyous sacrificial love of
Christ.
From the Vatican, 23 November 1939

1 By this is meant the law regarding the seizure Church assets of 1 May 1939. Despite
weighty misgivings, the Church agreed to the law.
2 Prince Bishop Adam Hefter had led the diocese since 1915; he resigned on 14 July
1939. His elevation to archbishop took place in the consistory of 11 December 1939.
(AAS 31 [1939] P. 684).

No. 25 Pius XII. To Cardinal Bertram / Breslau
Vatican , 27 November 1939

A.E. S., CARTE Pio XII: Draft Letter No. 8703, with corrections in the pope's own hand
and the comment risposta al Convegno di Fulda by an unknown hand.

Thanks for transmission of the transcript of the Bishops Conference. Regrets that a joint
pastoral letter was not possible. Kirchenkampf. Close connection between the pope and
the bishops. The pope's peace efforts. Blessings.

To our beloved son Adolf Cardinal Bertram, Archbishop of Breslau:
We give your cordial thanks for the two copies of the transcript of the last
Fulda Bishops Conference which you sent us with your letter dated 24
September1. We have given this very revealing document in all its parts our
closest attention. We will gladly agree with the requests directed at us to the
extent possible2. We regret that the outbreak of the war has delayed the
publication of a joint pastoral letter in the sense indicated by you, and it will
always cause us satisfaction and joy if an opportunity presents itself to make
up for the postponed strengthening of the unity and courage of the faithful3.



You know, beloved son, how closely connected we are to the German
bishops and faithful and how dedicated is our participation in the hard fight
which they have had to endure for their belief for almost six years now4, and
which, as is also obvious from your transcript, has thus far not lessened in
severity. If the war impedes and greatly inhibits the written and private
contacts of the German Catholics with the head of their Holy Church, our
love and concern for them has only grown the more. Also in the questions of
war and peace we are driven —

1 The Fulda Bishops Conference took place from 22 to 24 August 1939. Its printed
transcript comprised 32 pages.
2 The requests directed at the Holy See, as far as they are apparent from the transcript,
involved exclusively internal Church matters such as changes to the liturgy, requests by
religious orders, etc.
3 Cardinal Bertram had stated as the reason for not publishing a joint pastoral letter:
publication was tabled because, halfway through the conference, the prospects of
imminent war made immediate publication unlikely, and because the rapidly unfolding
events didn't bode well for a good reception.
4 The pope considered that the Kirchenkampf in Germany began at the end of 1933,
although government measures against the Church had already taken place before that
(compare L. VOLK, Episcopacy passim).

despite all other interpretations or opinions — to know and assess, without
exception, the full truth behind all events and to bring our fatherly love to all
our children; and we will pursue no other goal than to help end the war as
soon as possible and find a tolerable and lasting peace for all beligerents,
which does not leave behind the feeling of rape and lawlessness1 anywhere.
For this and for the grave concerns of the Catholic church in the German
lands we send our petitions upward to God every day, and grant to you,
beloved son, all German ordinaries, priests and believers, our whole-hearted
apostolic blessing.
From the Vatican, 27 November 1939

No. 26 Pius XII. to Bishop Stohr/Mainz
Vatican , 4 December 1939

A. E. S., CARTE Pio XII: Draft Letter (without number), with corrections in the pope's
own hand.

Thanks for the information. Blessings.

To our venerable brother Albert Stohr, Bishop of Mainz:



We still have to thank you, venerable brother, for your letter dated 9 October
with its enclosure2. We have paid close attention to both, the letter and the
enclosure, and have regarded the information they contain very carefully. If
we don't go into this more closely now, it is because the opportunity to
discuss all the pending questions will present itself to the German
archbishops at another time3.
We pray and [offer the] Sacrifice for our brothers and children in Germany
every day, and grant you and your flock the apostolic blessing from our
whole heart as a sign of our love and a pledge of God's mercies.
From the Vatican, 4 December 1939

1 Compare ADSS 1 for the peace efforts of the Holy See.
2 The enclosure mentioned is a copy of a circular from the Bishop of Mainz to the
German Episcopate of 1 October 1939, which reports discussions with the bishops of
neighboring Limburg and Trier at the end of September 1939.
3 The same suggestion as mentioned here can also be found in Letters No. 27 and 28; for
this reason it seems the pope did intend to visit the German bishops at that time, but is
now no longer certain he can do so.

No. 27 Pius XII. to Bishop Landersdorfer/Passau
8 December 1939

A. E. S., CARTE PIO XII: Draft Letter No. 8589, with corrections in the pope's own
hand.

Accusations that the Catholic Church is an enemy of the state. Peace efforts by the pope.
More information is expected. Blessings.

To our venerable brother Simon Konrad Landersdorfer, O.S.B., Bishop of
Passau:
We are so grateful to you, venerable brother, for your communication of 20
November. As much as its contents have depressed us, all the more has the
corresponding news about intensified pressure on the Catholic Church since
the war began. You undoutedly see things correctly, venerable brother, when
you regard the propaganda-driven accusations that the Catholic Church is an
enemy of the state as very dangerous1. For our part, we wish to emphasize
that we will shun no efforts in order that all sides may learn the whole and
unvarnished truth about events, and that we will work unswervingly toward
only one goal, namely — if it is possible and God grants it — a quick peace
which will do justice to the honor, freedom and the living conditions of all
nations involved in the war. German Catholics and the German people in



particular should know that we understand their situation and will always
hold them in the same love.
On the subject matter of your letter, venerable brother, it is not necessary to
go into it further at this time, because we hope it will soon be possible to go
over it and write extensively on the totality of Church issues. We pray and
offer the Sacrifice for the Catholic cause in German lands daily and grant
you, your priests and believers our apostolic blessing as a pledge of divine
mercies from the fullness of our heart.
From the Vatican, 4 December 1939.

1 Bishop Landersdorfer had written: “It seems to me very dubious, yes, even dangerous,
this propagandizing with considerable eagerness, that the Church is an enemy of the
state.”
2 Bishop Landersdorfer can offer no further explanation for it and can only suppose:
Maybe the pope intended, as happened before the issuance of the encyclical "Mit
brennender Sorge," to call some bishops to Rome to report and hold discussions.

No. 28 Pius XII. to Bishop Preysing/Berlin
Vatican, 8 December 1939

A. E. S., CARTE Pio XII: Draft Letter No. 8852, with the remarks in the pope's own
hand 1) questione di emigranti tedeschi | 2) enciclica Summi Pontificatus.

Plight of the German emigrants. Literary fight against the Church. The encyclical Summi
Pontificatus. Blessings.

To our venerable brother Conrad, Count von Preysing, Bishop of Berlin:
We are indebted to you, venerable brother, for your three letters from last
October and November1. Since you and the other German bishops on short
notice for a detailed oral discussion of the Church problems2 we will look
for the opportunity the next time we have the chance.
We are completely clear about the needs of the German emigrants. We are
doing everything within our power for them; but their high numbers, their
total impoverishment and the almost impossible costs of funding their
emigration overseas have not been of great help so far, but we will try to
place even more financial resources at their disposal3.
The book you sent 4 has pained us greatly: it is hard to believe that right
now, in the middle of a war, they would consider evoking anew the mood of
the summer of 19375, which created so much animosity, bitterness and
hatred.



1 Dated 14 and 21 October as well as 11 November 1939. In the letter of 21 October,
Preysing primarily turns against the plan for a central Church newsletter for all German
dioceses published in Berlin because he feared such an organ would merely be an
instrument of the Ministry of Propaganda.
2 Compare Letter No. 26, Footnote 3.
3 Documentation of the help which the Holy See afforded emigrants is provided in the
framework of the ADSS. It had to do with measures which the Holy See had assigned to
the St. Raphael Association as well as other bishops for non-Aryan Catholics.
4 It refers to the anonymous writing by monks before the court, which Preysing had sent
along with his letter of 24 November.
5 As retaliation for the encyclical "Mit brennender Sorge" of 14 March 1937, and a
speech by Cardinal Mundelein on 18 May 1937 (compare A. MARTINI, Pio XII) the
German propaganda mill had amped up its rhetoric at that time.

Your words about the encyclical were a real consolation to us1. We ask you
and your believers to pray and to [offer the] Sacrifice, that God may show
the way out of the current, almost unresolvable, confusion to a peace
acceptable to all belligerents and also to what will be an extremely difficult
inner reconciliation.
With this wish we grant you, venerable brother, your priests and the
Catholics of your diocese, whom we always have known so well, our
apostolic blessing from our whole heart, and as a pledge of the love and
mercy of the Holy Child.
From the Vatican, 8 December 1939.

No. 29 Pius XII. to Cardinal Faulhaber / Munich
Vatican, 8 December 1939

A. E. S., CARTE Pio XII: Draft Letter No. 8589, with corrections in the pope's own
hand.

Thanks for the Christmas wishes. Regarding the encyclical Summi Pontificatus. Military
pastoral duties. Ceasefire for Christmas. Care for the Italian workers in Germany.
Blessings.

To our beloved son, Michael Cardinal Faulhaber, Archbishop of Munich-
Freising:
Beloved son, greetings and the apostolic blessing be upon you.
Among the numerous letters that have reached us as Christmas and the New
Year approach, is yours which gives us a particularly beloved spiritual
Christmas present -- the offerings of love and allegiance of an apostolic
heart, that fills us with both joy and sorrow, aspirations and goals -- from



one who has so often proved to have, and share with us, a delightful
intuition, for which we thank you ardently and reciprocate your wishes and
prayers with identical cordial love. The spirit which pervades this letter is
for us a very welcome harbinger of the continuing and improving state of
your health and, at the same time, that strong souls are capable of
overcoming their temporarily weak physical bodies for the sake of pastoral
work and concerns, and also in the evening of their full and richly-endowed
life's willing to sacrifice ...

1 Preysing had written on 11 November: “I have read it [the encyclical Summi
Pontificatus of 20 October 1939: AAS 31 (1939) Pp. 413 - 453 (Guide no. 126)] with
deep, inner emotion and thought to myself, again and again: O that also you, German
people, would know even today the things that make for peace!” [compare Luke 19, 42].
2 Dated 25 November 1939.

... and to say "Non recuso laborem", of the graces attendant on laboring in
the sacred vineyard of the Lord God and the certain doubling of its
overabundant wages.
As for the words with which you, beloved son, have honored our first
encyclical, "Summi Pontificatus"1, let us hope, yes even certainly anticipate,
that these seeds sown by us in the most heartfelt love among the German
people, especially its good, loyal Catholics, will germinate in time and bring
forth blessed fruit, even among those outside the Church who seek the Lord
and his mercy with the longing of the anima naturaliter christiana.

We hear with satisfaction how the pastoral ministries in the army and
military hospitals have led many onto a different path, causing them to
return, in their hours of sorrow, to the abandoned house of their Father.

The upcoming holidays, Christmas Eve and the high feast of the Nativity, fit
in nicely with our own intentions, considered for a long time already, of
being able to secure a "treuga Dei" among the beligerents, and we will
pursue this with vigor so as to achieve this so noble a goal2.
What you, beloved son, reported to us concerning the pastoral care of the
Italian workers employed in Germany, is very pleasing to us3. On the priests,
old Germans and earlier members of the Anima, who placed themselves
part-time in the service of the good cause so that the country in which they
studied is thankful for their attitude, we confer our fatherly approval.
In living memory of so many solemn and edification-rich Christmases that
we were permitted to spend in your beloved Fatherland, surrounded by the



tenderness of the faithful German people and their their heart-rending
devotions at the Manger and Christmas tree, we send you, beloved son, your
auxiliary bishop 4 and the cathedral chapter, your clergy and all the faithful
at home and at the front; above all, however, all those who suffer there and
look up to the Savior who appeared in the flesh, our apostolic blessing as a
pledge of the richest heavenly mercies in ever-constant fatherly love.
Given from the Vatican, on the Feast of the Immaculate Conception 1939, in
the first year of our pontificate.

1 Text in AAS 31 (1939) Pp. 413-453 (compare GUIDE No. 126),
as well as the excerpted critical text edition in ADSS 1 No. 213 Pp. 315-323.
2 Compare ADSS 1, No. 220, 222 f., 225-229; Pp. 334-336, 340-344. These efforts
toward a ceasefire during the Christmas holidays came to nothing.
3 Faulhaber had written: “The pastoral duties for the Italian workers... were organized
very well from Italy. Their church visits were often an edification for our people”. - The
Anima is the seminary at the German national church of St. Maria dell'Anima in Rome.
4 The Auxiliary Bishop of Munich had been Johann B. Schauer since 1928, Schauer
(died 1942).

No. 30 Pius XII. To Cardinal Bertram / Breslau
Vatican, 8 December 1939

A. E. S., CARTE Pio XII: Draft Letter No. 8589 (sic), with corrections in the pope's own
hand.

Thanks for the transmitted Christmas wishes. Fears for the Church in Germany. Praise
for the pastoral activity of the clergy and the zeal of the laymen. Blessings.

To our beloved son Adolf Cardinal Bertram, Archbishop of Breslau:
The good wishes and blessings, accompanied by such sincere prayers from a
loyal heart which you, beloved son, sent us for the forthcoming Christmas
celebration and the approaching New Year1, has filled our heart with solace
and that precious joy which makes the common father of all always aware
with inmost certainty, in good times and bad, of the loyalty in thought and
deed to him who bears the cares and responsibilities for souls, who knows
no higher purpose than to direct and lead the flock of Christ in the sense and
spirit of the divine Good Shepherd and surrender them to His pastoral care.
You, beloved son, who for long and busy decades have stood in the
foreground of that2, who have sought to preserve for the people, pure and
unadulterated, the spiritual heritage of Saint Boniface, whose home soil has
drunk his martyr's blood, unfortunately know from your own laborious and
sorrowfull experience, the diverse and unfortunately still developing dangers



with which this precious heritage is surrounded at the moment. Your eyes,
sharpened through such experiences and your vigilence, distracted by
nothing and mesmerized by no untimely hopes, have always been for us a
valuable help, gratefully used and always in demand. What you told us in
your last letter allowed us to realize, even to our considerble grief, that a
lasting pastoral effectiveness (above all among your especially needy youth)
is still facing ever-increasing oppositional impediments, and that
subsequently your requests for the dedication and eagerness of the clergy
will continually grow. In such a situation, it gives us a joyous awareness ...

1 Dated 1 December 1939.
2 Cardinal Bertram had headed his diocese for 25 years and was one of the longest-
serving German bishops.
3 Refers to Saint Boniface, the patron saint of Germany, who is credited with founding
the Catholic Church in Germany.

... to see that this clergy and the faithful people entrusted to it under your
wise, far-looking, leadership are receptive to all sorts of noble initiatives,
can nurture the hope that "vincere in bono malum"1 becomes, more and
more, the motto of the difficult work that the needs of the time impose on
shepherd and flock alike in your significant parish.
We will not cease to commend our loving concerns for your common
request in your urgent supplication to the Holy Child, whose Christmas
mercy we call down upon your priests and your believers from the bottom of
our heart. Everything, which we beg from the God of Mercies2 for you and
those entrusted to you for the coming decisive year, we include in the
apostolic blessing which we confer on you, beloved son, and all the priests
and believers of the Archdiocese of Breslau in ever-constant fatherly love.
From the Vatican, on the Feast of the Immaculate Conception in the year
1939, in the first year of our pontificate.

No. 31 Pius XII. to Bishop Buchberger / Regensburg
Vatican, 27 December 1939

SEGRETERIA DI S.S. PER LE LETTERE LATINE: Draft Letter (without number)
with the marginal notation Al Vescovo di Ratisbo a (Germania) | Auguri Natalizi (anno
1939) and the comment precedenza by an unknown hand.
Thanks for the Christmas wishes, in which the pope's efforts for peace were particularly
acknowledged. Joy over the convalescence of the bishop after a long illness.
Congratulations on his 40-year jubilee as a priest. Blessings.



1. To defeat evil through good, (Romans 12, 21).
2 Compare 2 Corinthians 1, 3.

To our venerable brother Michael, Bishop of Regensburg:
The letter in which you conveyed to us your devotion and your best wishes
at Christmas time was very welcome to us. The very friendly words with
which you acknowledged our efforts to avert the great evil now threatening
all mankind were no small consolation to us. We wish you luck that you are
now on the road to recovery after such a long and difficult illness, and we
earnestly ask God to give you new strength and complete health again. We
reciprocate to you and your faithful the wishes you conveyed to us on the
occasion of the fortieth anniversary of our ordination to the priesthood1. As a
pledge of heavenly mercy and a sign of our particular love, we grant you,
venerable brother, as well as your auxiliary bishop2, your clergy and the
people entrusted to you, the apostolic blessing from our heart in the [name of
the] Lord.

No. 32 Pius XII. to Bischof Ehrenfried / Würzburg
Vatican 29 December 1939

A. E. S., CARTE Pio XII: Draft Letter (without number), with corrections in the pope's
own hand and his comment da copiare | carta piccola.

Thanks for the transmitted Christmas wishes. Signs of inner solidarity. The pope's
affection for Germany. His efforts to bring about settlements in the Kirchenkampf and the
war. Gladness over the believers' fidelity to the Church. Trust in Providence and in the
help of Mary. Blessings.

1 Eugenio Pacelli was ordained a priest on 2 April 1899.
2 Johann Baptist Hoecht had been the Auxiliary Bishop of Regensburg since 1936 (died
1950).

To our venerable brother Matthias Ehrenfried, Bishop of Würzburg:
The blessings which you, venerable brother, sent to us for Christmas in such
a noble manner, and for which we fondly thank you, have given us great
consolation in a twofold sense1. First of all, they have revealed to us anew
what an intimate spiritual connection you maintain with the head of the Holy
Church. If for us such unity of convictions and attitudes between us and
"those in which the Holy Spirit has made you guardians to feed the Church
of the Lord," (Acts 20, 28) makes us love the entire Church, we
neveretheless feel fondly devoted to your Fatherland, where we were



allowed to work for God's purposes for so many long and eventful years, and
whose Catholics have a right to the special solicitude of the common father
of Christianity in the misery and hardship of the present hour. You and your
brothers in the episcopal office, and all your and our believers there should
know that we always embrace you with the same love, that we pray for you
continually, that in the daily business of the Holy Church you might use
your first-hand experience to take every opportunity that presents itself to
achieve favorable results in your religious conflicts. Be likewise assured
that in the agonizing questions of the war we will, without drawing any
distinctions between the countries [!] and peoples [!] involved in it, have
only one goal for our continual efforts: a quick peace that is just and
acceptable to all.
The second point with which your letter has comforted us so very much is
your news about the situation of the Catholic Church in your diocese. In no
way do we underestimate the severity of the anti-religious campaign and its
dangers, above all for the youth. But as long as the believers flock so closely
about their shepherd and their hearts remain so open to the works of mercy
of their Eucharistic Savior, you will be able to contemplate the future of the
Carholic Church in your Fatherland with glad hope despite your bitter
losses.
At the threshold of the year 1940, which excites all our expectations, but
whose still unknown fate we confidently accept from the hand of Divine
Providence, we commend Franconia with all fervor to its mistress and
queen, the Virgin Mary. She holds her protective hand over you and your
families, over your Catholic faith, and over your temporal and eternal
salvation; we especially commend to her protection and shelter your youth
and those of you that military service has led away from house and home, so
that they may soon return, safe in body and soul, to you and the labors of
peace. As pledge of the mighty protection of Mary and the overflowing...

1 Dated 21 December 1939

… love and mercy of her Divine Son, we grant you, venerable brother, your
priests and all your believers, our apostolic blessing from the fullness of our
heart.
From the Vatican, 29 December 1939, in the first year of our pontificate.

No. 33 Pius XII. to Bishop Hifrich / Limburg
Vatican, 31 December 1939



A. E. S., CARTE Pio XII: Draft Letter (without number),with corrections in the pope's
own hand and his comment da copiare | carta piccola.

Thanks for the transmitted Christmas wishes. Reminiscences of the Catholic Conference
in Frankfurt in 1921. Praise for the works and successes of Catholic Germany. Menace
to the youth and special concern for them. Childrens' religious instructions. Trust in
Mary's protection. Longing for peace. Blessings.

To our venerable brother Antonius Hilfrich, Bishop of Limburg:
The blessings for the Holy Feast, which you sent us, venerable brother, in
your own name as well as in the names of your clergy and believers, have
uplifted us and given us great solace1. We thank you for these and for all the
demonstrations of your allegiance, especially the constant offerings of the
Holy Sacrifice, and your tireless solidarity in prayer. You remind us,
venerable brother, of our visit to your diocese in the unique old coronation
city of Frankfurt on the occasion of the 1921 Catholic Conference. At that
first general assembly of German Catholics after WWI, we received the
blessing of our venerable predecessor, Benedict XV, and those gathered
there could say, "how much the works and successes of Catholic Germany
depend on the inner sympathy and most fatherly devotion of the efforts of
the representative of Christ2".
It stirs us to deep inner emotions when we send the same message to you
today as an expression of our attitudes and feelings with respect to the
German Catholics.

1 Dated 8 December 1939; the bishop had remitted Peter's Pence.
2 The address of the nuncio at the Catholic Conference in Frankfurt on 18 August 1921 in
E. PACELLI, Speeches, Pp. 35-37; the text quoted here appears on P. 35 f.

We would like to do this without using or acquiesing in the words of that
time. The facts which underlay those words of nearly twenty years ago have
changed and admittedly taken on a more sinister meaning in the meantime.

The magnitude of the tasks you have set yourself has not diminished your
courage, and we ourselves are aware that we may speak, even today, of the
“works and successes of Catholic Germany". We see the spiritual "fruits of
your fortitude", for which we want to praise and thank Almighty God with
you, above all that, on the whole, the bitter struggle of these years has not
thinned your ranks, that you are almost undiminished in number, and that
your belief has purified itself in the trials and promises to emerge from them
as strong as steel.



You yourself, venerable brother, bear witness to this with your report about
the impressive faith rallies on the occasion of the seven hundred year
celebration of the Frankfurt Cathedral1, and the pilgrimages of men and
women to Marienthal in the Rhine District2. In this we in no way overlook
the great dangers which threaten the youth and which have already -- we say
this with an aching heart --resulted in great losses. Apply all strengths of
your clergy and lay helpers to protecting the youth, consolidating and
complementing Catholic family culture, which, as you yourself say and we
hear from all sides, is absolutely crucial for the salvation of Catholic youth.
Also hold fast and overcome all difficulties to solidly implement and carry
out the children's religious education. They may not be completely
successful; but after all their previous experiences they will be of extremely
valuable assistance in the reglious formation of the youth.
As the New Year begins we commend you, venerable brother, your clergy
and your believers to the mighty protection of the Mother of Mercy and
Queen of Peace. May she confer the peace which the world cannot give3,
but which must come from her Divine Son, into your hearts, into your
families and upon your religious life for the freedom and propagation of
your Holy Mother the Church, on your Fatherland and on the entire family
of European peoples, so that the year 1940 turns into a year of blessing and
salvation. We will continually pray and strive for this peace, which will
bring justice and well-being to all peoples,

1 Which took place in August 1939.
2 Marienthal is a much visited, old place of pilgrimage near Rüdesheim.
3 Compare John 14, 27.

as we have already been doing up til now, and we grant you, venerable
brother, your priests and all your believers, our apostolic blessing from the
fullness of our heart.
From the Vatican, 31 December 1939, in the first year of our pontificate.

-+


